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TECH NEWS: Apple's golden iPad, iPhone 6 to break
new record, 20 year battery in the works
APPLE are set to introduce a gold option for their new iPad launch, while the iPhone 6 is on track to break another record.

Tech News:

Apple are set to offer a new gold colour option for its full-size iPads, adding to the silver and grey already available.

Bloomberg reports Apple are hopeful the new options will boost sales, as the strategy has helped drive other products numbers in the past.

Sales of the iPad have declined for the past two quarters, with sales producing $32 billion in revenue.

Apple's iPhone 6 meanwhile looks set to break another massive record, with the flagship phone from Cupertino set to hit shelves in China this month.

Pre-orders for the iPhone 6 and bigger 6 Plus already hitting the 20 million mark[GETTY]
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Reports suggest it's going to sell well, with Pre-orders for the iPhone 6 and bigger 6 Plus already hitting the 20 million mark.

The latest device, which has already sold millions around the globe, doesn’t hit shops until October 17th.

The ever-lasting battery is now in the works, with researchers in Singapore confirming they are developing a battery that can last for 20 years on a
single charge.

The design also means that when it does finally run out of juice, it'll only take two minutes to recharge it.

Nanyang Technological University are the team behind the game-changing design.

Associate Professor Chen Xiaodong of Nanyang Technological University said: "With our nanotechnology, electric cars would be able to increase their
range dramatically with just five minutes of charging, which is on par with the time needed to pump petrol for current cars.

“Equally important, we can now drastically cut down the toxic waste generated by disposed batteries, since our batteries last ten times longer than the
current generation of lithium-ion batteries.”
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